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LOS ANGELES, CA, UNITED STATES, June

23, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The

Zone Diet, as told by biochemist Dr.

Barry Sears in his 1995 book “The

Zone”, takes the approach that weight

gain, sickness and premature aging are

caused by inflammation in the body.

The diet proposes a specific

macronutrient ratio of 40% carbohydrates, 30% protein and 30% fat for each meal (commonly

known as the 40/30/30 rule) to reduce this inflammation, and get your body in “The Zone”, a

clinical state which can be measured by testing certain biomarkers in your blood, such as blood

sugar and cholesterol. According to Sears, if you achieve “the Zone” through the diet’s rules,

you’ll reap the benefits, including “performing better”, “thinking faster” and “losing excess body

fat at the fastest possible rate”. If these sound like a very broad range of benefits, it’s because it

is. And while for many achieving “the Zone” may work, for significantly more people it probably

won’t. That’s because, simply put, everyone’s “Zone” is different.

An easy way to look at the problem of this diet is to examine what it does and does not allow you

to do. While the Zone does not strictly forbid any foods, it somewhat resembles a Mediterranean

diet in what it suggests you avoid and recommends you eat, namely lean proteins (e.g. egg

whites, turkey, fish), monounsaturated fats (e.g. avocados, nuts, olive oil) and low glycemic carbs

(e.g. oatmeal, spinach, berries).  Since the Mediterranean diet is well known to be one of the

healthiest globally,  it works for many people to reduce weight. But, research has shown that the

Mediterranean diet doesn’t work for every circumstance. This makes sense because overall

health depends on biology, dietary history, environment, and other factors – no one diet is

perfect for everyone, since no one person is the same as another.

If you have a more complex goal, such as increasing endurance and energy for athletics, the

Zone diet may not be ideal. The Zone diet does not allow for shifting your macronutrient

consumption to different times of day, such as more carbs before workouts and more proteins

after (which has been shown to work well for athletes to build muscle – its 40/30/30, every meal,

every day.  And if you have allergies to certain foods, or you simply don’t like them, you may find

it challenging to meet the restrictions required by the diet. Measuring out macronutrients is a

chore, and over time the burden of it adds up, especially when the diet's benefits may not align
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with your goals or preferences. But with the Zone diet, your individual activity and desires are

not as important as getting into “the Zone”. That means this diet doesn’t work for you – you work

for it. And in the long run, that may not work at all.

So, what’s the alternative? Well, the good news is that there are many. Making your diet work for

you is about tailoring your food to your body and your needs. At NutriFit, our process is to ask

questions about your history, goals and preferences. We’ve found that by taking this highly

customized approach (for over 30 years), the best strategy is one that minimizes your headaches

and maximizes your preferences, while keeping the end goal in sight. And that doesn’t mean

doing the same thing over and over – your needs may shift from year to year, and day to day, as

does your health. We commit to you by working to find a customized solution and staying

dynamic in that role by seeing your results and changing with you. It doesn’t mean you still won’t

restrict some foods and eat more of others – this is a huge part of a healthy lifestyle. 

The truth is, everybody’s “Zone” is different. Each of our bodies has different shapes, make-ups,

histories, and needs. Instead of thinking in “Zones” we must achieve, we should rather think of

“Paths” we can go down, paths which may lead one way at one stage in life and a different way in

another. But each person’s path is different, and finding the one you like doesn’t mean

committing to a strict ratio every day, for the rest of your life.  We can help you find your path,

and help you stick to it. 

NutriFit

NutriFit specializes in creating fresh, customized and delivered meals. Since 1987, they have

strived to help their clients achieve optimal heath and well being. NutriFit’s ingredients are all

free range, organic or sustainable, and much of their produce comes from their own organic

farm under the brand name SimpliHealth Growers. The farm is completely solar-powered, and

has been named by the National Wildlife Federation as a Certified Wildlife Habitat.

NutriFit goes beyond meal delivery to impact those who are serious about health. They offer full-

service nutritional support. Jackie Keller, NutriFit Founder and Director, is a board certified

Professional Health & Wellness Coach. Coaching is available virtually, and they also have a line of

health-related products (snacks, Salt & Sugar Free spice blends, Jackie's book, and merchandise)

available for purchase and shipping nationally. NutriFit also strives to reduce their carbon

footprints by recycling, reusing, and renewing, and a portion of their profits are donated to

World Central Kitchen during this crisis to help support the needy here in our local area,

nationally and abroad.

https://www.nutrifitonline.com/
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